
Whole Phonics™ 

Fact and Fiction Zac’s Pal

What do we know about                ? What do we know about                 ?

How are                and                the same?



Whole Phonics™ 

Fact and Fiction Zac’s Cap

What do we know about              ? What do we know about          ?

How are               and            the same?



Whole Phonics™ 

Fact and Fiction On Dad’s Lap

What do we know about              ? What do we know about            ?

How are               and            the same?



Whole Phonics™ 

Fact and Fiction A Pig and His Wig

What do we know about             ? What do we know about           ?

How are               and             the same?



Whole Phonics™ 

Fact and Fiction Tag Dad

What do we know about                    ? What do we know about            ?

How are                    and            the same?



Whole Phonics™ 

Fact and Fiction So Big!

What do we know about                 ? What do we know about         ?

How are                  and          the same?



Whole Phonics™ 

Fact and Fiction Rod’s Box

What do we know about           ? What do we know about          ?

How are            and           the same?



Whole Phonics™ 

Fact and Fiction Hop On!

What do we know about               ? What do we know about          ?

How are               and          the same?



Whole Phonics™ 

Fact and Fiction To the Top!

What do we know about            ? What do we know about           ?

How are             and            the same?



Whole Phonics™ 

Fact and Fiction Buzz, Buzz!

What do we know about             ? What do we know about            ?

How are             and            the same?



Whole Phonics™ 

Fact and Fiction Gus’s Pup

What do we know about           ? What do we know about          ?

How are            and           the same?



Whole Phonics™ 

Fact and Fiction Yum, Yum, Nuts

What do we know about          ? What do we know about          ?

How are          and          the same?



Whole Phonics™ 

Fact and Fiction Get Up!

What do we know about             ? What do we know about           ?

How are             and           the same?



Whole Phonics™ 

Fact and Fiction Mel

What do we know about           ? What do we know about          ?

How are            and           the same?



Whole Phonics™ 

Fact and Fiction Jen’s Web

What do we know about            ? What do we know about           ?

How are            and           the same?


	1: - Cats lie down to relax.- Cats need a litter box. - A curious cat uses whiskers to touch things.- Mother cats protect their kittens.   
	2: - The fat cat likes to nap.- The fat cat likes it when Zac pats him.- The fat cat is Zac's pal.    
	3: - Real cats and the fat cat like to lie down and relax. - Real cats and the fat cat make good pets and are good pals.   
	4: - Frogs begin their lives as eggs.

- Next they become tadpoles and live in the water.

- They grow legs and and lose their tails 
when they become froglets. 
 
- When they become frogs, they live on land 
and in the water. 

- Their special skin helps them drink and breathe. 


heie s  d aand
 
	5: - Zac lives by a pond.

- Zac wears a cap.

- Zac is green. 

- Dad and the fat cat are Zac's pals.
	6: 
- A real frog and Zac both live in a similar habitat, which is in water that is close to land. 

- The real frog and Zac are both green. 
	7: - Dogs are mammals, with backbones and hair. 

- There are hundreds of breeds to choose from. 

- Many dogs are playful and become popular pets. 

- Dogs can protect and help humans.

- Dogs growl and wag their tails to communicate.
	8: 
- Jax sits on Ann's lap for storytime. 

- Jax spends time with his human friends. 

- Jax and Sam read a book together.
	9: 
- Real dogs and Jax both have fun with their owners. 

- Real dogs and Jax sit in their owners' laps. 
	10: - Pigs are both smart and clean.

- They have round noses and short legs. 

- Farm pigs eat grain. Wild pigs use their super sense of smell to find food, like reptiles and mice. 

- Mother pigs provide wonderful care for their piglets.  

Mother pigs teach their piglets how to survive. 
	11: - Tim's owners are Liz and Max. 

- Tim loves to wear wigs. 

- Tim thinks of many ways to hide his wig. 

- Tim was clever to plan a wig parade to show Liz and Max that wigs are fun. 
	12: 
- Real pigs and Tim both have short legs. 

- Real pigs and Tim are both smart. 
	13: - Sharks are the oldest fish on the planet. 

- Sharks have special bodies that help them to swim fast. 

- Baby sharks are called pups. Their mothers do not take care of them. 

- Mostly, sharks attack large sea animals, not humans. Humans need to help protect sharks.
	14: - Tim dressed up as a shark to play a trick on Dad and the kids.

- Tim scared Dad and the kids because he wore a fake shark fin and swam in the water, like a shark. 
	15: 
- Real sharks and Tim both swim in the water. 

- Real sharks and Tim both have a fin. 

- Tim and real sharks might scare people. 
	16: - Tigers are the largest cats in the world. 

- Tigers have black or brown stripes. 

- Cheetahs are the fastest animal in the world. 

- Big cats hunt at night and can see in the dark.

- Tigers and cheetahs are becoming extinct. Humans are working to save them. 
	17: - Yin likes to nap on Min's lap. 

- Yin is white with black spots. 

- Min dreams of Yin growing very large. 



	18: - Big cats and Yin are furry. 

- Big cats and Yin look cute. 

- Big cats and Yin look cuddly. 
	19: - All dogs come from wolves. 

- Dogs love humans and humans love them back. 

- There are over 300 different breeds of dogs. The largest is the Great Dane. The smallest is the chihuahua. 

- People love dogs so much that they include them as stars in books, comics, and movies. 
	20: - Sox is Rod's large dog. 

- Sox tries to help Rod when he is upset. 

- Sox stays with Rod until he is happy again. 

- Sox is happy when Rod is happy.
	21: 
- Real dogs and Sox love their owners. 

- Real dogs and Sox want their owners to be happy. 

- A Great Dane and Sox are both large dogs. 
	22: - Hogs are large pigs and have many different names.  

- The giant forest hog is the largest pig and lives in Africa. 

- The giant forest hog has puffy cheeks and sharp tusks.

- The smallest pig is the pygmy hog from India. 
	23: - Bob is a large hog.

- Bob loves to jog. 

- Bob feels hot when he jogs.

- Bob is smart, so he found a way to roll downhill on a log with his friends.   
	24: 
- The giant forest hog and Bob are both large hogs. 

- The giant forest hog and Bob both have puffy cheeks. 

- Both the giant forest hog and Bob spend time in forests.  
	25: - Foxes live everywhere from cold places to hot. 

- A fox's ears help it to stay cool or warm, depending on where it lives. 

- Foxes have a super sense of smelling and hearing, which helps them to find food. 

- Foxes hunt at night for birds and small mammals. 

	26: - Fox likes to hop.

- Fox is red with a bushy tail.

- Fox is afraid of being up high.


	27: 
- Real foxes and Fox both have bushy tails.

- Real foxes and Fox both have reddish fur. 
	28: - Bees live in a big group in a hive.

-  There is one queen bee in the hive. She is the mother bee.

- Bees fly from flower to flower to find food. The bees help the flowers by moving pollen. 

- Humans must take care of bees. Our crops need bees, just like flowers need bees. 
	29: - Bug buzzes. 

- Bug likes Gus. 

- Bug bugs Gus. 


	30: - Real bees and Bug can both fly. 

- Wings help both bees and Bug to fly. 

- Real bees and Bug both buzz. 
	31: - Dogs can be very helpful to humans. 

- Reader dogs listen to children read. 

- Guide dogs help people who are blind or deaf. 

- With their super sense of smell, dogs can help locate gorillas or find harmful plants. 

- Dogs need training to be able to help others. 
	32: - Bud is a new puppy.

- Bud is a lot of fun and a lot of work. 

- Bud is trained by Gus. 

- Bud is a lovable new puppy.
	33: 
- New puppies, like Bud, need training to become good pets, and real dogs need training to be guide or reader dogs. 

- People love puppies, as well as the real dogs who help them. 
	34: - Cubs have large bodies and short legs.

- Baby cubs stay with their mother for a long time. 

- Mothers teach their cubs how to survive. 

- Bears are good at running and climbing. 

- Bears like human food, which causes problems in national parks. 
	35: - The cub steals nuts from Ann and Min. 

- The cub likes nuts but not gum.

- The cub becomes friends with Ann and Min.

	36: 
- Real bears and the cub in the story both have big bodies and short legs. 

- Real bears and the cub in the story both like human food. 
	37: - All plants and animals need food for energy.

- Most living things are food for other living things. This is called a food chain. 

- The grasshopper eats plants. Then amphibians and other animals eat grasshoppers. 

- Larger animals eat amphibians and small mammals. Apex predators are the top of the chain.
	38: - Jet needs to be fed. 

- Jet gets food from Meg. 

- Jet likes to cuddle in bed with Meg. 
	39: - All animals need food. 

- Many insects and animals can feed themselves. Other animals, like Jet, need people to feed them. 
	40: - Hens lay eggs. Roosters are the fathers. 

- Inside the egg is food for the baby chick. 

- A baby chick has soft, fluffy feathers called down.

- When a chick grows up, it looks like its parents. 

- There are more chickens in the world than people, with about 150 different breeds. 
	41: - The hens sat on the egg. 

- Mel hatched from the hen's egg.  

- Mel is the hen's chick. 
	42: 
- Real hens and the hens in the story both sit on an egg. 

- A hen's chick comes from an egg in real life and in the story. 
	43: - Spiders are arachnids with eight legs and fangs. 

- Spiders spin silk that comes out of their bodies to build webs. 

- Webs trap insects for food. Webs can also protect eggs that mother spiders lay.

- Spiders help farmers by eating insects that harm crops. 
	44: - Jen lives in her web in the hens' well. 

- When the hens splash, Jen's web gets wet. 

- Jen does not like when the bugs in her web get wet. 

- Jen's web is moved so that she can eat dry bugs. 

	45: 
- Real spiders and Jen build webs. 

- Real spiders and Jen catch bugs in their webs. 

- Real spiders and Jen eat bugs. 


